In 1940, France, threatened with total annexation by Nazi Germany, signed an armistice agreement with Germany that placed the French government in Vichy France and divided the country into an occupied and unoccupied zone. The Armistice also requisitioned the rolling stock of the SNCF-French National Railways-which became a significant arm in the German effort, transporting soldiers, goods, and over 75,000 deportees crammed into merchandise wagons toward Nazi extermination camps. Between 3,000-5,000 survived. Of the roughly 400,000 SNCF employees, Nazis murdered a couple of thousand for resistance or alleged in subordination. Railway men who resisted the Germans also often has to resist their employer as well. After the liberation of French at the end of WWII, the company-not simply the brave individuals --received France's Medal of Honor for its alleged role in the ultimate defeat of the Germans. This medal, along with other postwar propaganda in the form of films and books, instilled a singular narrative about the company's heroic wartime role. This narrative continued uninterrupted until the 1980s. Those who returned, along with the relatives of many who did not, increasingly challenge the company's simplified wartime narrative. In the 1990s, lawsuits against the company began in France and continue through 2016 in the United States. In response, the SNCF made efforts to intertwine story of deportation with the company narrative of resistance. One key forum for this attempt was a colloquium held in 2000 at the Assemblée Nationale in Paris.
Introduction
Between 1941-44, the French national railroad-the SNCF (Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer Français) -under the direction of the Vichy Regime transported 75,721 Jews to the German border where German train drivers carried them to Auschwitz. The mostly foreign-born Jews found themselves stripped of their identities, and crammed into merchandise cars without food, water, and light. They rode terrified on the horribly rocky voyages often lasting thirty-six hours. Those who survived the journey arrived partially dehumanized and fatigued, and, of those, most met their death soon after through starvation, overwork or in the gas chambers of Auschwitz. Of those roughly 3,000-5,000 who did return, decades would pass before they regained their voices and before the world would acknowledge the indignities they suffered and the lifelong trauma that ensued. The descendants of those who perished would also wait decades before speaking. Lawsuits and public complaints against the company began after the fall of the Berlin Wall, when transnational Holocaust litigation proliferated. The SNCF, which had sustained a story of wartime resistance as it grew into a world-renowned rail company, had to face the tragic role it played in the Holocaust.
This article examines one of the SNCF's attempts to integrate this unfortunate chapter into its history. For that purpose I utilize three forms of narrative analysis that, as a set, provide important insights regarding the politics of revising histories and the impact of doing so poorly.
------------Narratives do moral work (Nelson, 2000) . Narrative analysis makes this moral work visible-amplified voices can be acknowledged and shifted to make room for marginalized voices and previously delegitimized ways of speaking. Narratives and discourse are also highly political means through which relationships are negotiated (Cobb 2013) . This narrative examination demonstrates how such negotiations occur, providing a guide for transitional justice practitioners exploring productive spaces for individuals and communities in the wake of mass atrocity.
Three forms of narrative analysis-structural, functional, and post-structuralilluminate the complexities of these narrative shifts and the subtle ways in which institutions resist the change. I selected these forms of narrative analysis because each builds on the one preceding it, while speaking to its limitations. A structural approach helps identify the actors and their roles. Functional analysis helps consider the dialectic between master-and counter-narratives and the politics of the process. Post-structural approaches push beyond the binary framework of victim-perpetrator and instead embrace the complexity of complicity and moral responsibility in ambiguous and dangerous times. In post-structural forms of narrative analysis, we cannot analyze the SNCF's efforts without looking at the politics of our own meaning-making and present day actions. journalists, SNCF staff, members of the train union, and a few survivors to discuss the SNCF's "true" role in the war. The title of the SNCF colloquium was Une entreprise publique dans la guerre la SNCF 1939 -45 (A public company in the war: the SNCF 1939 . The title highlights the positioning of the company as "public," stressing its government ownership during the war. This helps position the State and the Germans, rather than the SNCF, as responsible for wartime actions.
The Colloquium
The event was held at the Assemblée Nationale, a very prestigious Paris location, and conducted by René Rémond, President of the Académie Française. The event, closed to the public, was transcribed by Marie-Noelle Polino of the AHICF and published by Presses Universitaires de France (AHICF 2001). All excerpts in this analysis will be taken from this work.
1 The success of the colloquium is evaluated based on how well it addresses previously marginalized narratives and promotes the agency of all people to engage in meaning making, rather than just those in power (Cobb 2013) . The background information stems from over 120 interviews conducted by this author in France and the United States with survivors, lawyers, SNCF executives, ambassadors, journalists, historians and others, as well as archival work and general research.
Background on the SNCF Conflict
In contemporary battles over the SNCF's wartime role (including many lawsuits between 1991 continuing into 2016), critics often call the SNCF an outlier, arguing the company is one of the few remaining entities to tell the truth about its nefarious role in the 1 Note: all translations are my own.
Holocaust. In actuality, the SNCF's moves towards transparency did not lag far behind efforts in this direction by so many countries as well as specific institutions worldwide. Of all the myriad of market actors who provided everything, from barbed wire to Zyklon B, why so much modern focus on the French railroad company? Holocaust historian Raul Hilberg considered railroads indispensable in a way few others could be. He points out as an example the over forty parallel rail tracks at Auschwitz alone (Hilberg 2003) . The Nazis relied heavily on other train companies (French, German, Hungarian and others). However, the SNCF provided thousands of railcars and, as a result, most paradigmatic images of boxcars used to transport Jews that appear in Holocaust museums and iconography worldwide have the SNCF's name painted on them.
The survivors of this deportation living in the United States and their supporters continue to cry out for transparency, apology and compensation from the state-owned and operated SNCF (Bretholz 2014) . At the end of the war, the official SNCF's story about itself was quite simple and pristine, and the company received a medal of honor for Acts of French
Resistance. The famous 1946 French war movie La Bataille du Rail (the Battle of the Rail)
supported that view by offering many glorious images, some allegedly original, of acts of sabotage by railway workers.
Right after the war, the government commissioned Paul Durand to interview railway workers that self-identified as participating in the resistance. Durand's government-sponsored study on the resistance within the SNCF was published and became the master narrative (Durand 1968) . At that time, no one was commissioned to study the deportations. Cobb (2013) would call the company's story about itself a "thin narrative." She notes how these thin narratives can be hegemonic when anything that challenged them would be considered Klarsfeld later exonerated the company, at the time of the 2000 event, he chastised the company for its acceptance of payment for deportee transports.
Receivers and Destinators
The introductory statements to the 2000 Colloquium by Louis Gallois and René
Redmond control very closely the junction between the subject and the object. The destinators were the SNCF, the AHICF, and the Académie Française, because this group determined the setting and the format of the event. French culture takes history and a historical approach seriously and the event was held in accordance with these standards.
According to SNCF president Louis Gallois and Academic Française president Réne
Redmond, the object (or goal) of the event was advancing French society. Therefore, French citizens and culture would be the receiver of the event. This makes clear that the SNCF colloquium was not designed to help survivors process their pain by having an opportunity to face the company directly.
Gallois also identified as a receiver the collective memory:
The collective memory was held by some and obscured by others, probably because the pain was too big. Today we must face the contrast between the shadows and light without masking the emotion that grips us and with all the respect deserved to the victims and heroes known and unknown. In this fragment Gallois sets the frame: in this discussion one would be asked to face the painful along with the heroic truths about the company's role during the war. He also asks that respect be maintained for the emotion of those attending the conference as well as the heroes and victims. Collective memory would be the receiver of the event.
It may be noted that the SNCF, as a destinator via Gallois, positioned the object of the event to face the dark and light spectrum as represented by the victims and heroes. The gray zone, which forces the collective memory to address the SNCF administration as part collaborator/part victim, was not addressed here.
Opponents
Opponents would be the collaborators and politicians who kept the company's painful history silent. Those who controlled the conversation within the conference, silencing and cutting off survivors, also made it harder for the SNCF colloquium to reach its goal.
Interviews revealed other opponents to shifts in collective memory. Certain Jewish SNCF workers and French citizens refused to speak about the company's tragic history and became visibly angry when the topic was discussed. Two Germans living in Paris expressed extreme hostility at the mere mention of the subject, arguing that the topic ought to be settled by then.
They found continued discussion pointless. However, these discussions occurred only in 2011, so it would not be far-fetched to assume that these forces were at play at the time of the colloquia.
From Actant to Functional Analysis
The actant analysis permits the description of the players, the actors (actants), and setting of the play. But no one attends the theater to read the Playbill-actant analysis leaves us only more curious. We want to see the interplay between parties, not simply a description of them: a functional analysis must follow to show the dynamics between the actants (or actors). The following functional analysis examines how the SNCF colloquium created a new master narrative that carefully controlled tragic stories. Counter-narratives -stories that orient towards or respond directly to the master narrative (Cobb 2013 ) -are selected, considered, and absorbed almost as a stamp collector might consider new additions to his collection. Stories, to be honored, however cannot just be organized neatly on a page and glued down.
Stories are not just told; they are created in the telling. The way the Colloquium was convened and conducted strongly controlled the telling. The functional analysis will demonstrate how the Colloquium served as a master narrative's response to a counter- (2011: 12) . In other words, at its best braiding includes previously sidelined peoples and stories, increasing their voice and providing them a means to contribute to future negotiations over meaning making. The Colloquium, because it was presided over by an official body equally promoted and constrained this process, carefully interweaving different stories into one palatable and organized whole. In its attempts for clarity and tidiness, it sidelined some of the messiness and complexity that post-structuralism more easily embraces.
The functional analysis helps reveal the struggle for power over a given story. The SNCF's past was haunting it globally, making international contract bids difficult to win. It had a lot money and prestige at stake in terms of how its story was told. Owning the history formally was a way to regain control of the brand image. This section argues that the Colloquium was designed as much to allow the company to reposition itself amidst attacks as to advance historical understanding. To make these politics visible, the master, counter, and narrative defenses will be outlined.
SNCF Narrative Overviews
 Master: Throughout WWII's occupation many brave SNCF workers sabotaged the trains and participated in many passive acts of resistance. In 2011, the SNCF office in
Paris had a wall-sized bronze commemorative scene depicting some acts of resistance.
The company also proudly displays medals received for wartime acts of bravery. The irony being, of course, that those who resisted the war effort risked losing their jobs with the SNCF for doing so.  Counter-Counter: The SNCF was forced to comply with the German demands. The terrible things the company had to do ought not to overshadow the heroism of some of its employees.
SNCF Master Narrative
The SNCF colloquium aimed at maintaining control over the master narrative by legitimizing the counter-narratives. In other words, the SNCF would have the best chance of controlling its history if it faced emerging counter-narratives directly and integrated them formally. The SNCF would have taken a far greater risk had the company continued to tell the WWII story solely as one of resistance and not integrated its role in the deportations. As the counter-narratives mounted from survivors and emerging documents, the company's silence or denial could have led people to consider the company not only as a past collaborator but also as a current one. Those who participate in denial or deliberate silence can easily be accused of collaboration. Owning the company history does not protect it from lawsuits or backlash. The formal event simply served as an opportunity to take control of the narrative, whatever it was. Because of the strengths of the train unions and the pride that many SNCF workers and French take in the company, there was understandably resistance to integrating the stories of the deportations.
Counter-Narrative
Invoices for Jewish deportations found by a civilian survivor delivered a crushing blow to the master narrative. Kurt Schacheter visited the Toulouse Archives repeatedly one summer sneaking out documents each evening, photo copying them, and returning them the next day. Eventually Schacheter and his assistant gathered 12,000 documents, some of which demonstrated that the SNCF issued invoices to the Germans for the transports done within
France. He launched a lawsuit against the State. In the 1990s, the SNCF's independent study surfaced other evidence about its role in the "Final Solution," demonstrating that SNCF senior executives, railway workers, and materials all assisted -at least did not seem to resist -the deportation and ultimately death of tens of thousands of Jews. Their hands may have been tied, but the results were the same. This evidence was and continues to be used against Nonetheless, in many interviews the SNCF still points to the study when people suggest secret machinations. The mere act of conducting the study was a way of not only opening the past but also owning the entire scope of possible counter-narratives and avoiding surprise attacks.
Narrative Braiding to Create a New Master Narrative
The SNCF 2000 Colloquium created a formal environment during which participants would undergo a formal process akin to the already mentioned narrative braiding (Cobb 2013 How do we take into account the two memories, the two experiences, the two traditions knowing that they come from the same company? Not everyone in the company had the same experience. ( This raises the question of whether formal efforts at narrative braiding ever really work or if they inevitably oversimplify the past. Better spaces to handle contradictory stories would embed participants in the complexities and make room for emotions without the teleology of a tidy story. The teleological pull -the purpose driven nature -to establish a true story moves towards a kind of closure that is antithetical to self-expression and growth.
Emotions must be allowed to be expressed without resolution. There must be room for the offensive comment and shameful acknowledgement, otherwise liberation remains delayed.
Otherwise, the story, and therefore its actors, still reside under the thumb of tyrannical rule.
Braiding Facts and Emotions
This formal historical conference was more prepared to handle dissenting facts than dissenting emotions. Facts can be integrated into a timeline; emotions upend the whole timeline framework. They change the tenor of the discussion and raise questions of accountability and restitution due. The SNCF had to handle multiple truths, as well as balance emotions of pride and shame. How would a historical conference respond to raw anger, not always organized into coherent arguments?
While at the event, survivor Schachter fought repeatedly to be heard and was frequently cut off. He often came across as aggressive during the conference. In the context of a formal and controlled colloquium, his emotional outbursts arguably made it easier to dismiss his comments. Several times he was asked to stop speaking or to wait until later in pulls out a shoebox and recounts to the SNCF-sponsored interviewer with a full smile how they were lined into the cattle cars. The expression on his face seems to be one of joy. His eyes sparkle as if he is telling a story about a wonderful family memory, not his survival of genocide. Perhaps including survivors is a way of subduing rage rather than embracing it.
Braiding Facts and Memory
The 2000 Colloquium also struggled to handle situations in which testimony conflicted with historical "truths." For example, after testimony from child survivor Catherine de Bechillion regarding the arrest and deportation of her father, Klarsfeld made an historical point of clarification. His comment was perceived as an attack on the testimony. In response, Michèle Merger of the CNRS says:
I would like to return to the importance of testimonials. I believe that we are not, in our position as historians, to carry judgments on the value of testimony. A testimony is a testimony. I believe that we do not have to look carefully at the truth of these comments and that each testimony ought to be considered as it is. (AHICF 2001: 166) Merger encourages the conference attendees to allow testimony to stand independent of truth.
Testimony can stand on its own, but the insinuation here is that it may not be included as part of history. In doing so, he allows the space for multiple counter-narratives and challenges the conference's opening statements that one truth be found and clarified. The potential pitfall of Merger's approach is that testimony could be left outside of the master narrative of 'truth.' This is probably why Klarsfeld disagreed with Merger's attempts to separate survivor testimony from historical facts. Nazi Hunter and lawyer Serge Klarsfeld responds, "It is completely the work of a historian to critically examine testimony."
The SNCF colloquium served as a solid early effort to acknowledge and integrate the counter-narratives to the SNCF's tales of heroism-even if it sidelined victims' perspectives.
Since 2000 While it cannot control the details of the past, the SNCF can integrate and own counter-narratives in a way that actually can serve as a layer of protection. By embracing a more balanced story about the past under the auspices of the Académie Française, and other respected groups, there is an assurance that the historical revisions made will be more accepted than had survivors simply told the story on their own.
Diaspora Participation
The SNCF's efforts to conduct a study, open archives, hold a colloquium, create commemorative plaques, and sponsor ceremonies and sites demonstrates a willingness to embrace the counter-narrative to its story of French Resistance, or at least elaborate it. So why continue boycotts and lawsuits within the USA? From a narrative perspective, the SNCF's approach has two primary limitations. Firstly, their efforts have been made primarily in France. Survivors abroad do not see plaques, exhibits, or hear about the study. Some survivors, like Rosette Goldstein living in Florida, no longer speak French and so cannot even read those reports. 4 Given the mass diaspora incited by World War II, had the company's management believed that reaching the survivors with the new story would be the ultimate goal, more work would have been done to translate and disseminate the company's efforts. In addition, the colloquium overly controlled the narrative braiding process, impacting the ability of the narratives to do their moral and social work.
Stories disconnected with the master narrative remain outside the discussion just as the survivors remained outside the colloquium. Roe (1994) would call these non-storiesneither part of the master or counter narrative; they had no impact on the metanarrative produced by the integration of both. In 2000, still no space existed for survivors to express rage, anger, or distrust in an environment not controlled by the company. Rather than trying to produce a nicely braided history, the post-structural approach makes room for thousands of stories.
Post-Structural Analysis
The post-structural analysis considers the contexts of narrative production and the ability to encourage reflexivity and moral judgment though the inclusion of multiple perspectives. The functional analysis could only point to limitations of the colloquium's discursive space by highlighting which narratives were included and excluded from the narrative space. It could not, however, go deeper into the issues of politics and power differentials that lock these dynamics into place. The post-structural view of the SNCF colloquium that follows leans upon the work of María Pía Lara's work in Narrating Evil 
Avoiding Complexity
The colloquium's effort to construct a master narrative limited a more nuanced view of the past and did little to increase reflexivity in the present. Simple narratives about the past assume that the world of yesterday was less complex than the world in which we find ourselves today. Looking for a simple story suggests a belief that the past must somehow be inferior (in the sense of being dull, dim, simplistic, or organized) or less complex than the present.
Every day we fill thousands of web pages, books, news broadcasts, scholarly journals and more as an attempt to describe and understand the world in which we find ourselves.
Ought not the past be allowed to experience as much if not more mystery? The eighty survivors interviewed for this research had a much more textured view of the past than many of their second-generation counterparts. They saw themselves as well as their perpetrators caught in the web of their times-everyone was desperate to survive and, as one survivor put it, "people were selling other people all the time. Life was very cheap during the war." The SNCF, a tragic part of that process, neither caused nor impeded the dynamics already at play.
Rewriting History vs. Moral Work
A post-structural look at the SNCF's role during the war and the colloquium asks to what extent our analysis of these events encourages greater reflexivity. Can our analysis consider the dynamics within cultures that permit and perpetuate violence? The SNCF had and still has considerable stake in the outcomes of such analysis. Any guilt ascribed to the company could translate into settlement fees or boycotts. With the company's "life" on the line, it becomes difficult to frame the story in the disclosure terms and with the aesthetic expression necessary to form a moral and critical view (Lara, 2007) . In the 2000 colloquium, the stories of horror were not presented freely nor were the discussions open to the public.
Nelson (2001) 
Limiting Reflexivity
Restricting the way, number, and kinds of stories that could be told, the SNCF colloquium also limited the potential moral development of the participants and of the French society as a whole (Disch, 2003) . Without the ability to hear fully formed stories or at least fully representing these stories, participants could not imagine themselves in the past, not knowing how the war would end. Ideally, historical explorations would occur in the spaces Arendt hoped they would-a moral space in which we could grapple with atrocity, moral dilemmas and compromising. In the colloquium, history was not seen as a moral space, but rather as something to find and proclaim. From a post-structural perspective, however, the process itself calls forth moral challenges and transformation in the participants. Good storytelling forces listeners into the dilemmas of those who tell the tale. Ideally, a dialogic space designed to do moral work would leave participants as befuddled as Dostoyevsky and Tolstoy leave their readers. There is not always a simple way through. Because the colloquium was not designed to determine the SNCF's liability-that would be court's job-greater nuance and confusion could have been permitted through extended, uninterrupted, storytelling. As it occurred, by the mere nature of the colloquium, all stories presented were in response to the master narrative. People could only respond to the framework in which they found themselves. In such a forum, the full liberation of French society that the presiders sought would be unlikely. Lara (2007) argues that stories need to be heard and considered "through our judgment" so that "the story can take its place in history" (119) . If the stories cannot be fully heard, then they cannot be judged, and any history produced will be lopsided and do limited moral work. Lara (2001) States, however, where the dialogic interplay between the entities that participated in the atrocity and its victims had fewer extra-legal forums in which to expose stories and create history through moral judgment.
Conclusion
Ideally, the moral work of history production extends beyond judging the past. A well-formed historical process transforms the moral environment of the present. Sitting safely seven decades after the events, knowing now who was "bad" and who "won" makes judgment too easy and does little to force us to consider the moral dilemmas of the modern era that may be similar to those faced by our predecessors. 
